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CACI’s Risk Management Framework (RMF) Eagle is a multi-

purpose, comprehensive toolset that simplifies and improves customers’  

capability to protect their vital information networks. RMF Eagle signifi-

cantly automates the population of reports necessary to comply with the 

Department of Defense’s (DoD) RMF assessment and authorization process. 

It provides a customizable Cloud-based software that includes all current 

Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) Security Technical Implementa-

tion Guides (STIGs) and Security Requirements Guides. This toolset enables 

our customers to seamlessly transition to the next generation of RMF 

requirements. RMF Eagle increases efficiency, reduces time, and saves cost 

in achieving authorization and keeping information secure while providing 

a real-time plan of action and milestone status of the system process. It 

has been used across the government in multiple programs to support the 

compliance and accreditation process as a mission enhancement tool for 

developing system security artifacts and requirements.
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CACI’s approximately 23,000 talented employees are vigilant 
in providing the unique exper� se and dis� nc� ve technology 
that address our customers’ greatest enterprise and mission 
challenges. Our culture of good character, innova� on, and 
excellence drives our success and earns us recogni� on as 
a Fortune World’s Most Admired Company. As a member 
of the Fortune 1000 Largest Companies, the Russell 1000 
Index, and the S&P MidCap 400 Index, we consistently 
deliver strong shareholder value. Visit us at www.caci.com.
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CACI RMF  
Eagle Toolset 

Features:
 · Able to custom-fit requests and 

enhancements in a timely manner

 · Prompt updates of DISA require-
ments into all reports

 · Adaptable to include  
agency overlays

 · Provides a program management 
dashboard for a snapshot of overall 
cybersecurity compliance posture

 · Can be accessed via the CACI  
cloud for easy accessibility and 
data security

 · Accreditation process

 · Flexibility to customize and  
optimize toolset to customers’ 
specific requirements

Benefits:
 · Increases efficiency, reduces  

time, and saves cost in the  
process of achieving authorization

 · Simplifies the process of  
transferring to RMF

 · Enhanced capability to limit  
the vulnerability of customers’ 
information systems

 · Customized to meet DoD RMF  
assessment and authorization soft-
ware security requirements

 · On-the-fly report generation  
allows for continuous monitoring 
at a glance with the most recent 
data entered for a system

 · More efficient execution of  
current work

CACI RMF Eagle Toolset Capabilities

 · Rapid Application of STIG Requirements: RMF Eagle quickly imports STIG requirements 
and applies them to generating RMF reports for information systems to achieve autho-
rization. Once STIG requirements are uploaded, the tool automatically updates these 
requirements for all reports in a customer’s IT network, so networks are continually up 
to date. The tool processes Nessus IT network security vulnerability scan results; Secu-
rity Content Automation Protocol compliance checker results; and common correlation 
identifiers (CCIs) that ensure security controls are compliant with DISA standards. RMF 
Eagle further analyzes STIG implementation to ensure the effectiveness of mitigation of 
network security vulnerabilities.

 · Security Control Identification: RMF Eagle supports the identification of security con-
trols and CCIs released by DISA that are applicable to a specific customer’s information 
system, as well as additional security controls requested by customers. These security 
controls ensure that customers meet their required level of data confidentiality, integ-
rity, and availability. 

 · STIG Assessment Efficiency: RMF Eagle automatically captures and lists all STIG controls 
in a customer’s information system in order to facilitate the required manual assess-
ment of STIGs by regulatory agencies. It then automatically maps all STIGs to their 
associated CCIs and security controls to further facilitate this process. 

 · Offline Report Generation: The RMF Eagle toolset enables customers to manually add 
customized security controls for evaluation results reports, security assessment reports, 
risk assessment reports, and plan of actions and milestones.

 · Flexible Framework: RMF Eagle is entirely customizable to meet the customer’s specific 
requirement. The toolset is also adaptable to new DISA RMF capabilities as they evolve, 
including RMF system categorization review and data import from and export to the 
Enterprise Mission Assurance Support Service workflow tool, through which reports are 
sent for approval. 

RMF Eagle builds the 
documentation neces-
sary for customers 
to gain authorization 
to operate in compli-
ance with all federal 
information security 
standards under the 
new DoD Risk Manage-
ment Framework.
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